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A new era
in Indian
aviation
By GM Rao, Group Chairman, GMR Group
With the launch of the

‘Best Improved Airport’ in the Asia

new state-of-the-art

Pacific Region by Airports Council

Terminal 3 at Indira

International for Airport Service

Gandhi International Airport on 3

Quality (ASQ). The cargo carriage

July 2010, a new era in Indian aviation

and passenger traffic have also shown

has started. The public-private

a significant increase. We integrated

partnership (PPP) project, which is

our knowledge and experience from

jointly promoted by GMR Group,

the construction of the Hyderabad

Airports Authority of India, Fraport

airport and Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen

Government of Andhra Pradesh. The

abroad. Today ISGIA is the fastest

AG and Malaysia Airports Holding

airport, to build an excellent airport

airport is in operation since March

growing airport in Europe in terms of

Berhad, truly depicts the modern face

at Delhi. Riding high on the success,

2008. This airport has been adjudged

passenger traffic and is well equipped

of the Indian economy.

we took up the challenge of delivering

as the best airport in the category

to handle the unprecedented

the Delhi airport modernisation

of 5-15mppa capacity airports in the

growth it is witnessing.

International Airport (P) Limited

before the Commonwealth Games

world. It also captured 5th position

In May 2010, we won the right

(DIAL) took over the operations at

in New Delhi. We have developed

amongst all airports worldwide. This

to modernise the Male Airport in

Delhi Airport in 2006. Apart from

the new terminal, arguably amongst

unique achievement comes in less than

the Maldives through international

the scale of development, compressed

the most modern passenger terminals

two years of the commencement of

competitive bidding. We have plans

timelines and simultaneous

in the world, in a record time of 37

operations at the greenfield airport.

to upgrade the existing facilities and

operation of the airport with existing

months. We have used most advanced

GMR Group bagged the contract

increase passenger-handling capacity

facilities compounded the task.

technology to secure operations,

to develop a new terminal at Istanbul

of the airport to 5mppa. GMR has

GMR took the challenge and I

terminal management, passenger

Sabiha Gokcen International Airport

plans to spend about $510 million

am glad that we have delivered the

flow, retail experience, parking and

(ISGIA) on a build-operate-transfer

on the Male airport. We expect

promise we made to the nation.

above all, the safety of the passengers

(BOT) basis in partnership with

to complete the project in 2014.

and security of the airport.

Turkish company Limak Holding and

The joint venture company, Delhi

With some investment in the
existing facilities, we were able

Rajiv Gandhi International Airport

Today, GMR Group is amongst

Malaysia Airports Holding Berhad

the largest private airport developers

to improve the efficiency and

(RGIA) at Hyderabad was the first

in July 2007 for a period of 20

and operators in the world. It has

service standard of Indira Gandhi

airport GMR Group had developed.

years. We completed the project in

interests in other sectors including

International Airport, Delhi

It was a 12mppa greenfield airport

18 months, much ahead of schedule.

energy, highways and large urban

significantly. It has been conferred the

developed under PPP model. GMR

With the opening of a new terminal

infrastructure. We have plans to

4th best airport award in the world

Group developed this airport in

at ISGIA, GMR became the first

grow further while consolidating

in the 15-25 million category and

partnership with MAHB, AAI and

Indian firm to operate an airport

operations in the existing assets.

GMR Airports
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The GMR
Airports
vision
GMR Group has chosen airports as one
of the key businesses to drive its growth.
So far, it has developed and operates three
airports – Hyderabad, Delhi and Istanbul
Sabiha Gokcen. Meanwhile, Maldives
airport is in the development phase. “Going
forward, we would want to become a
prominent global airport developer and
we have plans in place to achieve our
vision,” explained Kiran Kumar Grandhi,
Chairman Airports, GMR.

GMR is keen to

vision to establish Malé airport

participate in the entire

as a gateway to Maldives. We will

value chain of the

develop a new terminal suiting the

Terminal 3 at Indira Gandhi
International (IGI) Airport, New
Delhi, is the largest project GMR
Group has delivered so far.

Significant growth
opportunities
Terminal 3 at Indira Gandhi

the purpose. We are developing
additional facilities at the existing
cargo terminal such as facilities

aviation infrastructure business.

needs of premium traffic to meet

International (IGI) Airport, New

for handling perishable cargo etc.

However, like any other business

best service standards and upgrade

Delhi, is the largest project GMR

We also plan to offer a spectrum

investment, investment in airports is

other facilities,” explained Grandhi.

Group has delivered so far. It is of

of aviation related services

GMR Airports has developed

great importance to the entire group.

through Aerospace Park – a FTZ

criteria. This includes evaluation of

efficient passenger facilities

Though the terminal has been in

exclusively for aviation related

size of the opportunity, return

at Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen

operation for only a few months, the

business activities,” said Grandhi.

expectations, strategic fit in the

International Airport (ISGIA),

initial results are encouraging. “With

business portfolio, etc. “All our

which experienced a 93% increase

the new terminal in place, GMR is

setting up a health and hospitality

investment decisions are based on

in domestic passengers and a 100%

poised to transform IGI Airport

district with multi-speciality

the individual merits of the

increase in international passengers

into a hub connecting passengers

hospitals, hotels and other facilities.

respective opportunities,” said

in the first half of 2010. Grandhi

internationally and at domestic level

The ultimate plan is to develop the

Grandhi. “Currently, we are focusing

commented: “We have been able

thereby allowing Delhi to take its

area near Hyderabad airport into an

on opportunities in the South Asian

to exploit the latent potential

rightful place on the global aviation

‘Aerotropolis’ – airport-based city.

region. However, we are open to

of a second airport in Istanbul.

stage by providing passengers

consider lucrative opportunities

Apart from an excellent passenger

and airlines with the choice of an

the business of developing and

elsewhere also.”

experience, economic growth in

efficient, safe, secure and customer

operating airports. We would

focused airport,” said Grandhi.

continue to look for attractive

required to fulfil the evaluation

GMR Airports is additionally

Grandhi concluded: “We are in

In July, GMR was awarded the

Turkey and capacity constraints

Maldives bid for the development

at the primary airport of Istanbul

Hyderabad is being developed

and management of Malé

(Ataturk) have contributed to the

as a regional aviation hub – for

across the globe. Additionally,

International Airport. It is an

traffic growth at ISGIA. We have

passengers as well as for aviation

we are investing in other

important step in its growth as a

a 20-year concession to manage

related activities. “We also plan to

aviation opportunities such as

South Asian airport developer.

and run ISGIA. Traffic growth

develop the airport as a cargo hub.

MRO, Aviation Business Parks,

“This along with Istanbul airport

at the airport is very encouraging.

A Free Trade and Warehousing

Cargo Hubs, etc. All of these

will enhance our credibility as an

We would love to see it emerging

Zone for Cargo and Logistic

businesses have significant

international player. We have a

as a hub airport in the region.”

activities has been notified for

growth opportunities.”

GMR Airports

development opportunities
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Terminal 3 offers a
connecting time of 45
minutes for international
to international and 60 minutes for
international to domestic services.
Delhi currently has direct connections
to 58 international destinations and all
major domestic destinations.
Key features of the IGI Airport
Master Plan are: three operational
runways with 106 aircraft parking
bays on domestic and international
sides; terminal capacity of 62
million passengers per year (T3
+ New Domestic Terminal 1D +
Renovated T1C & T2); Integrated
Cargo Terminal – 70,000sqm
and Greenfield cargo terminal –
20,000sqm built-up area under
construction; fuel farm – 42,000kl
facility; multi-level car parking for
4,300 vehicles and a 1,500-space
facility at T1; hangar facility for all

01

Transforming
Delhi IGI
into a hub

IGI Airport into a hub,” said Nair.

DIAL (Delhi International Airport (P)Limited) is working closely
with three full-scale domestic carriers – Air India, Jet Airways and
Kingfisher – for the development of IGI Airport into a hub. With the
opening of Terminal 3, DIAL will be able to provide all of the required
facilities to passengers and airlines to operate as a hub, as PS Nair, CEO,
Indira Gandhi International Airport, explained to Ross Falconer.

‘Best-in-class facilities’

types of aircraft; General Aviation
services; and Metro connectivity.
“The main objective of the Master
Plan is optimal utilisation of
available land for developing the
airport of 100 million passengers
per annum capacity and converting

“Our strategy is to promote Indian

of Terminal 3: refurbishment of

show similar growth in the future.

Some of the innovative elements of

hub carriers to use the facilities

the saturated old terminals without

DIAL is aspiring for connectivity

the new Terminal 3 include: Common

to have a seamless interface with

disrupting ongoing flight operations;

to more than 200 international

Use Passenger Processing System

international destinations, connecting

construction of the world’s seventh

destinations in the next five to

(CUPPS); 168 check-in counters;

the Indian cities with the ultimate

largest terminal – 5.02 million square

10 years by using existing and

100 rooms transit; baggage handling

objective of developing IGI Airport

metres – in a record time span of 37

new bilateral agreements. “In the

capacity of 12,800 bags per hour;

as an international hub,” said Nair.

months; recruitment and training

process, we would like both existing

five-level inline baggage screening

“Terminal 3 will offer best-in-class

personnel within such a short time

hub carriers and new airlines to

with automated sorting; drop off area

facilities and experience to passengers.

to cater to a world class facility;

increase frequency from IGI

at departure has eight lanes and pick-

Users can expect international

and now maintaining the quality

Airport,” explained Nair. “The

up area at arrival has 10 lanes; water

service standards and a unique

of service standards to become one

ultimate vision for IGI Airport is

treatment plant and sewage treatment

infrastructure experience while

of the world’s top 10 airports.

to be among the top three airports

plant; 7 MLD (million litres per day)

passing through the terminal.”

water treatment plant and 10 MLD
sewage treatment plant; 92 automatic

He highlighted four main challenges
associated with the development

India’s aviation sector has seen

globally in terms of service quality

average growth of 1.3 times GDP in

standards and to become a hub

the last 15 years and is expected to

for the Indian sub-continent.”

walkways, 63 elevators, 34 escalators;

01 Seven ‘proving flights’ were

48 boarding gates and 78 aerobridges

undertaken to test the efficiency of the
new terminal and those manning it.
On 15 July, an Emirates A380
arrived and departed from Terminal 3.

with nine remote stands for aircraft;
Visual Docking and Guidance
System; 2,875 CCTV cameras for
surveillance and 8,000 speakers
for the Public Address System.
The Phase 1 capacity of Terminal
3 is 27 million passengers per year,
which can be upgraded to 34 million.

02
GMR Airports

02 Terminal 3 includes 48 boarding
gates and 78 aerobridges with nine
remote stands for aircraft.
An official report for the aviation community 2010
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Terminal 3
delivered
in only 37
months
The fast-approaching

and shops, so staff were onsite the

Commonwealth Games

entire time. Rao explained that this

meant the 31 March

meant staff remained very focused,

completion date was a constant; the

while also ensuring efficiency. “We

timescale was there from Day 1. The

call it, with affection, a ‘Mini India’

Terminal 3 master plan was submitted

as people from all over India have

in October 2006 and construction

been working onsite,” said Rao. “The

began in February 2007. Construction

availability of materials was vital

was completed on schedule in March

– with a project being undertaken on

2010 and, following an extensive

such a tight timescale, it was essential

Operational Readiness and Airport

that there was shortage of materials.

Transfer (ORAT) programme, the

Almost 1,000 trucks were delivering

terminal opened for commercial

materials to the site daily. We always

operations in July 2010. “The

maintained a one-month stock of

timescale was tight and complex. We

materials onsite at all times to ensure

visited airports around the world to

there were never any shortages.”

understand and to learn from their

More than 5.5 million tonnes of

experiences and potential problems

concrete were used, along with

with construction, and how things

650,000 tonnes of cement and

could be done better,” said Rao.

140,000 tonnes of steel. Proper

The project, of course, required

planning and logistics were essential.

huge manpower. Quarters for

“We had to do things a little

20,000 people were built onsite, as

differently – not with conventional

well as facilities such as a hospital

methods – and with more manpower,”

GMR Airports

02

The new Terminal 3 at Delhi Indira Gandhi
International Airport was developed in a
record time of only 37 months. It was a
challenging timescale, which meant the terminal
would open ahead of the Commonwealth
Games that took place in Delhi in October
this year. I Prabhakara Rao, Chief Executive
Officer, Airport Development, Delhi IGI
Airport, explained how the project was
completed to such a timescale.
01 /02 T he inauguration ceremony for the new Terminal 3 at
Delhi Indira Gandhi International Airport took place on 3 July.
Seen in the pictures are Dr. Manmohan Singh, Prime
Minister of India; Ms. Sonia Gandhi, Chairperson - United
Progressive Alliance; Ms. Sheila Dixit, Chief Minister
of Delhi; Mr. Praful Patel, Minister for Civil Aviation; and
Mr. GM Rao, Group Chairman - GMR Group.
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said Rao. “If you take the runway,
there was a need to use machines – the

03

04

concrete was poured onsite. 1,000
cubic metres of concrete per hour
was produced onsite at the peak.”

A partnership approach
The main building covers a
20-acre area – or a 40-acre area
including all 48 boarding gates and
78 boarding bridges. The impressive
size and scale means a floor space
of 6.4 million sq ft, 92 automatic
walkways, 168 check-in counters and
an inline baggage check system.
management techniques as: “Plan,

meetings onsite to discuss what

ceiling – after two months, the

plan, plan” – to identify potential

had happened that day and what

company delivering it said it could not

problems; utilise a partnership

we were going to do the next day.

complete the job and walked away.

approach; ensure good logistics and

Any project of this scale – if you

We had to retender and broker it

good teamwork, and motivate the

want it to succeed – is only possible

into six areas instead of one. Today,

team. “We had 37,000 workers

through a partnership approach.”

when I see the ceiling I remember

onsite – successful delivery of the

Phase 1 of the development is

management techniques as: “Plan,
plan, plan” – to identify potential
problems; utilise a partnership approach;
ensure good logistics and good teamwork,
and motivation of the team.

project is the result of the efforts

complete and plans are in place

of all those people. People from

for further expansion in line with

28 countries participated in the

demand. Terminal 3 is built to cater

development of Terminal 3,” said

for 34 million annual passengers,

Rao. “The performance of the team

which means it can handle forecast

04 More than 5.5 million

was tremendous. We tried to split

traffic up to 2015. “We all feel

the job into multiple parts. We

proud to have come to the stage of

established a partnership approach

completion of construction to the

– it was a mantra we shared

timeline – it was a great moment

with our partners. We had daily

for all of us,” concluded Rao.

“A key job was installing the full

those challenges,” said Rao.
One of the restrictions in Delhi
when trying to get materials was
that they could only be transported
from the city to the site between
23:00 and 06:00, as no large
trucks are allowed in the city centre
during the day. Rao identified
that as a significant challenge.
Rao identified good project

03 Rao identified good project

tonnes of concrete was used in the
development of Terminal 3, along
with 650,000 tonnes of cement and
140,000 tonnes of steel.

Geodesic Techniques
at Delhi T3
Geodesic Techniques, a pioneer and leading provider of
steel intensive structures in India, deployed over 8,000
metric tonnes (mT) of structural steel while erecting the
Delhi International Airport Terminal 3 roof structure.
Delivered in 12 months, the roof structure of Terminal
3 was a complex design and required a great amount of
innovative engineering techniques. A key challenge the
company faced in this project was moving the entire
roof structure into place. This required the engineering
team to develop an innovative method of raising and
sliding into place 600 mT sections, over a 22-acre area.
The volume of steel combined with the complexity of
raising very heavy sections required Geodesic Techniques
to develop a unique methodology along with effective
coordination with its sub-contractors. The entire roof
structure was divided into landslide and airside erection.
Another major component in DIAL T3 was coordinating
GMR Airports

the movement of materials, positioning plant and
machinery, and the deployment of staff, all while
working in and around an active airport. In addition,
the schedule for delivering the scope was very tight. As a
result, Geodesic Techniques had to source and fabricate
materials in a variety of locales. Some of the other
works carried out by the company in Terminal 3 include
the passenger pick-up area canopies, passenger arrival
forecourt, and steel support for services.

An official report for the aviation community 2010
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Adboard & Pioneer
Aluminium offer
T3 expertise

aluminium extrusion-based signage.
Together, Adboard and Pioneer
worked on the wayfinding for Delhi
T3 and are also supplying advertising
elements for the terminal, besides
those for Times OOH at Mumbai
and Delhi domestic airports.
Sunil Kapoor, Managing Director
of Pioneer Aluminium, said:
“With Adboard International as

Adboard Group is a

Today, it is a partner for media

has over 20 years of experience,

design partners we have achieved a

Holland-based

carriers including digital panels

including projects at Amsterdam

milestone by delivering a world-class

multinational company

for all leading outdoor advertising

Airport Schiphol, New York airports

wayfinding solution to DIAL T3.”

that developed its own high quality

companies like JCDecaux, Clear

John F. Kennedy and Newark,

standard poster scrolling

Channel Outdoor and CBS

Washington Dulles Airport, Abu

of Adboard International, added:

mechanisms in the nineties. This

Outdoor. It spread its wings

Dhabi Airport and, recently,

“India is where the future growth

resulted in a global contract with

with a focus on Europe, Russia,

Delhi International Airport T3.

lies as this market is growing and

Interspace Airport Advertising (now

North America and India.

Clear Channel Airports) for delivery

Adboard is also a partner in Go

For the Indian market, Adboard

Marius van Lith, Managing Partner

provides the chance to showcase

found a good partner in Pioneer

our skills and talents as the market
is open to various new ideas.”

of poster scrolling signs for about

Right, a combination of three

Aluminium Pvt Ltd; a company with

200 airports in North America, the

specialised Dutch companies in

pan-India experience of 20 years

Caribbean, Australia, New Zealand

the field of wayfinding at airports,

and a state-of-the-art production

provides a natural and

and the Pacific.

railway and metro stations. It

facility, with specialisation in

necessary partnership.

Adboard-Pioneer therefore

ADVERTISING FEATURE

India

congratulates
g
Delhi Indira Gandhi International Airport with its opening

Adboard India is a Joint Venture between Adboard International (Netherlands) and Pioneer Aluminium (India)
Specialized in (dynamic) wayﬁnding and media carriers for OOH (posters, scrolling, digital).
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MAHB: The
partnership
approach
Malaysia Airports Holding Berhad (MAHB) has been involved in
the development of Delhi International Airport for a number of
years and was appointed as the technical advisor to the development
of the new Terminal 3, including responsibilities for the design and
planning of the project. Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad, Managing Director,
MAHB, explained the company’s role to Ryan Ghee.

International opportunities

MAHB’s participation in

Consultancy Services (MACS), has

the development of IGI

been providing Airport Operation

Airport is derived from its

Consultancy and Airport IT

domestic and five international

international projects in India and

10% stake in the Delhi International

Consultancy, as well as provision of

airports in Malaysia, as well as the

Turkey, in July, MAHB also won the

Airport (P) Limited (DIAL)

the Airport Training Programme.”

investment in Delhi, MAHB also

concession to build, operate, modernise

Although MAHB will retain an

has a stake in other international

and expand Male International

consortium. As per the terms of the

While the company manages 16

in expanding their business abroad.”
In addition to the company’s

Shareholder Agreement, MAHB will

everyday role in the operation of Delhi

ventures, including Rajiv Gandhi

Airport in the Maldives and has

partake in the management and

Indira Gandhi International Airport,

International Airport and Istanbul

also signed a Memorandum of

operation of the airport for a period of

Ahmad explained that the financial

Sabiha Gökçen International Airport.

Understanding with Nagamas

30 years, along with the other

benefits for the company will come to

“A number of Malaysian companies

Enterprise (HK) Ltd to examine

consortium members.

fruition in the medium to long-term.

have benefitted from all of our overseas

the possibility of providing airport

ventures,” said Ahmad. “Based on our

operations, management and technical

Ahmad explained: “MAHB’s

He said: “The airport industry

involvement in Delhi began in 2006

has a long gestation period. It

strong partnership with GMR and our

consultancy services to Yongzhou

as an equity partner in DIAL and

will take six to seven years before

Airport Operations and Management

Lingling Airport in Hunan, China.

since 2007, through its wholly-

we can see significant returns

expertise, we have also created spill-over

owned subsidiary, Malaysia Airports

from our investments abroad.”

effects to local Malaysian companies

While the MAHB portfolio
continues to grow, Ahmad explained
that the company is continually looking
to expand its international interests. He
said: “MAHB is always looking for new
opportunities, especially in Asia, and
would welcome any new international
airport privatisation project that
complements our long-term strategy.”

01 Ahmad: “MAHB’s
involvement in Delhi began in 2006
as an equity partner in DIAL and
since 2007, through its wholly-owned
subsidiary, Malaysia Airports
Consultancy Services (MACS),
has been providing Airport Operation
Consultancy and Airport IT
Consultancy, as well as provision of
the Airport Training Programme.”

01
GMR Airports
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Fraport is a 10% shareholder in Delhi Indira
Gandhi International Airport. A partnership
approach has been crucial to the airport’s
success, as Ansgar Sickert, Managing Director,
Fraport India, explained.

A partnership
approach
to success

01 Sickert: “Our focus from the beginning had been on the
operational aspects of the airport. I think it is fair to say that our
input was pretty critical where operational implications of terminal and
airside layout, systems and operational procedures are concerned.”

Fraport’s strength lies in

of the airport management and are

major project like this – especially

management, cargo operations, airside

the operation of airports

fully integrated in the project and the

given the extremely tight timelines

management, quality, route and traffic

of all types and sizes. “It is

organisation. On the other hand, it

– this was a further critical aspect

development, and IT systems. In

therefore critical for us to be able to

keeps on sending so-called ‘short-term

that could only be handled by a

addition, several Fraport consultants

add value by bringing in our expertise.

experts’ who provide consultancy

local player,” commented Sickert.

have supported DIAL throughout

India was a new market for us. We

support as and when required. “There

Malaysia Airports also contributed

therefore wanted to limit our exposure

is no limit to what kind of consultancy

some technical experts, but perhaps

do so in future as and when DIAL

and took a modest stake in the project,

DIAL can ask for. For instance,

just as important is the training

needs support. “Our focus from

but used it as a platform for market

we carried out a detailed capacity

conducted in Malaysia for DIAL’s

the beginning had been on the

entry and gaining experience before

study for the new terminal which

fire fighters or the extensive customer

operational aspects of the airport. I

expanding our presence in the

had a major impact on the layout

service programme imparted to

think it is fair to say that our input

market,” explained Sickert.

and functionality of the building as

dozens of staff from India.

was pretty critical where operational

The other shareholders in DIAL

well as on the user concept that was

Operational aspects

the project and will continue to

implications of terminal and airside

include: GMR (54%), Malaysia

developed as a result of the findings

Airports (10%) and Airports Authority

of the study,” said Sickert. “DIAL is

of India (26%). All partners have

one of the few Indian airports with an

Gandhi International Airport began

has been working hand-in-glove

defined roles based on their particular

effective environmental management

in May 2006 with the handover of

with the Airport Development

strengths. As a public-private

system. We supported DIAL in

the airport to Delhi International

Team, Commercial and Operations

partnership, of course, the public part

establishing the system and hence in

Airport Pvt. Ltd, the joint venture

Departments to ensure that whatever

is represented by AAI. For the first

obtaining ISO 14000 certification.”

company that won the bid to operate,

is built can be efficiently operated,”

manage and develop the airport

explained Sickert. “Credit for the

over a 30-year concession period.

actual management and execution of

Permanent Fraport secondees,

the modernisation and construction

three years of the project – the so-

GMR’s main role was the

Fraport’s involvement at Indira

layout, systems and operational
procedures are concerned. Our team

called transition period – DIAL relied

modernisation and development of

on the AAI staff, who had hands-on

the airport. Its construction expertise

experience of operating the airport.

was clearly an important asset in this,

integrated in the DIAL management

of the infrastructure, which of

as was GMR’s good rapport with

from day one, have been looking

course includes more than ‘just’

government and bureaucrats. “In a

after dedicated areas such as terminal

Terminal 3, goes largely to GMR.”

Fraport has, on the one hand,
permanent secondees who are part

GMR Airports
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Stunning
design and
a smooth
passenger
experience

The stunning new Terminal 3 at Delhi
Indira Gandhi International Airport is
designed to handle 34 million passengers
per year. Key requirements were a
smooth, pleasurable passenger experience,
efficient wayfinding and a world class
retail experience. Ross Falconer spoke
with Anil Dhawan, Vice President
(Construction) and Chai Teck Phua,
Vice President (Airport Planning).

minimal level changes,” said Phua.

or enter the aircraft via the boarding

The airport master plan

wide, with a 75,000sqm footprint;

was undertaken in several

it is a multi-level building. Dhawan

phases, one of which

explained that the building is a

are designed to give the impression

colours have been chosen, reflecting

covers Terminal 3 and the new

rectangular construction, with one

of an aircraft without wings. It

the different regions of India – north,

runway. As the design concept was

side dedicated to international

incorporates plenty of natural light.

south, east and west. The colours

developed, the key requirement was

services and one side to domestic.

“There is a beautiful feeling as the

signify the Indian spices associated

passenger enters the check-in hall,

with different parts of the country.

ensuring the building is large enough

The integrated terminal for domestic

The canopies of the check-in islands

bridges to or from the gates. Various

to handle 34 million passengers per

and international passengers was

then goes through security into the

“All have Indian welcoming graphics

year and provide a smooth passenger

designed on primarily two levels for

retail area. The retail area is quite

– the nodes are quite unique. The

experience in respect of passenger

passenger processing with departure

aesthetic and modern – there is an

arrivals hall ceiling is high. The hall is

flows. Phua said: “With each

processing on the upper level and

Indian feel to the retail area. Some

carpeted and there is some ‘Indian-

passenger process, the size of facilities

arrivals at the lower level. The layout

of the ceilings are also quite unique,”

ness’ to this. The departures level

is determined very carefully in terms

and passenger processing is very

said Dhawan. “The retail side of

carpet depicts the streets of Delhi,”

of space provision for efficient

simple. There is a strong emphasis on

the façade has a sunshade with a

commented Dhawan. “The toilets

processing. In line with best industry

intuitive wayfinding, with minimal

cantilever design – when you look

are very unique – the graphics on the

practices, generous space is available

dependence on signage. “Passengers

at it closely, it is quite aesthetic.”

entrances depict an Indian male and

to ensure high service levels.”

flow through the terminal in a simple,

For arriving and departing

female dressed in regional, traditional

The main passenger terminal

natural and efficient manner. It is

passengers, there are nodes where

dresses. The toilets have regional

building is 300m long by 250m

a very user-friendly concept, with

the passengers either exit the aircraft

depictions to them – they reflect the

GMR Airports
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01

‘The Canyon’

different regions of India. There is

– the 37th month. “We started setting

milestones we set,” explained Dhawan.

a lot of Indian art in the terminal.”

internal milestones. The design of the

A team of 2,000 from all pertinent

Passenger Terminal Building and

organisations worked on the design

stunning. “Departing passengers enter

seven floors of parking. Each floor

Piers had to support construction

elements of the project. In addition,

the check-in hall, where there are

is 20,000sqm and there are 4,300

efforts. We had to complete the

approximately 37,000 construction

eight striking portals that are unique

spaces. The car park is designed such

construction of these two primary

labour was employed at the peak.

in design. Three sides of the check-in

that passengers would find a space

passenger facilities in 15 months followed

within five minutes of arriving at

by finishing works. We assembled

was that the entire building was

“As passengers enter the hall, they get

the car park and be able to exit the

design and construction supervisory

put into a 3D model to avoid or

a sense of height – the roof is 28m

car park also within five minutes,

resources, developed the foundation

minimise any potential conflicts

high. The check-in counters are red in

which is one of the criteria in the

design and started construction while

between various utilities. It was one

colour and there are graphics – Indian

Concession Agreement. The entire

finishing the other designs. Design and

of the first examples of this type of

art – on these. The floor is granite.”

EPC (Engineering, Procurement

award of the contracts were based on the

modelling at an Indian airport.

The multi-level car park has

The unique part of the project

The new Terminal 3 is architecturally

hall are glazed,” explained Dhawan.

The ‘Canyon’ is the signature

and Construction) period was 37
months – the charter was to build a
new runway as well. The new runway
was designed in three to four months
and completed in 18 months – six

02

months ahead of schedule. The project
had to be completed by March 2010

01 T he new Terminal 3 features a lot
of Indian art, with Indian welcoming
graphics prevalent. Various colours have
also been chosen to reflect the different
regions of India. T he colours signify the
Indian spices associated with different
parts of the country.
02 T he ‘Canyon’ is the signature
element of Terminal 3, which is
experienced by both arriving and
departing passengers. “T here is a
feature wall with 12 ‘mudras’, which
represent yogic symbols or Indian
dance symbols,” said Dhawan.
GMR Airports
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element of Terminal 3. Experienced by

this requirement for minimising

both arriving and departing passengers,

the walking distances through the

it gives arriving passengers a feeling of

use of travelators was one of the key

space as they approach the ‘Canyon’.

challenges of the project. “Design

“Passengers descend by stairs, glass

of the baggage facilities to meet

elevators or escalators. There is a

stringent requirements as laid down

glass roof and a feeling of space –

in the Concession Agreement, such as

passengers can see the sky. It gives the

baggage arriving within 30 minutes for

feeling of an avenue, with what we call

domestic passengers and 40 minutes

‘street lights’,” said Dhawan. “There is

for international passengers, was also

a feature wall with 12 ‘mudras’, which

a challenge. The third challenge was

represent yogic symbols or Indian

to have the flexibility to meet the

dance symbols. Some of them depict

needs of the future,” explained Phua.

‘welcome’. Arriving passengers see the

Provision is kept for Terminal 3

full height of the building – they can

to be able to handle nine A380s at

look up 28m into the building. Both

any given point of time in the future.

sides are glazed, as is the roof. There

For efficient operations, there will

is cladding around the columns and

be three boarding bridges to serve

a feeling of openness.” As departing

each A380 gate. Some conveyors in

passengers exit the security area, three

the arrivals baggage handling system

bridges connect the check-in side to the

have been extended in length to

retail side. They see a glass wall and can

accommodate A380 baggage. In

look down onto the arriving passengers.

terms of space, there is adequate

Again, they get a feeling of height. There

seating for the increased number of

is a lot of passenger movement in this

passengers at the A380 boarding gates.

area. A good view of the Canyon can
also be obtained from the airport hotel.

Modular design
for flexibility
It was a contractual requirement

03

Given the magnitude of the
project, significant stakeholder
involvement was central to delivering

example, we had to make sure

be added as demand dictates. The

it successfully. “There was a large

the materials used in the project

master plan also allows for a new

amount of information on how to

were available and in sufficient

runway in the future. “In Terminal 3,

go about fulfilling requirements.

quantities,” said Dhawan.

we have gone for a different terminal

Flexibility is incorporated into the

design philosophy, following industry

that at least 90% of passengers are

The requirements of stakeholders

serviced by boarding bridges. The

kept coming in – we had to manage

design of Terminal 3. The modular

best practices. It is state-of-the-art –

superior level of service and meeting

those in a short timeframe. For

design allows for new facilities to

a totally new ball game,” said Phua.

04

03 Phua: “With each passenger

process, the size of facilities is
determined very carefully in terms
of space provision for efficient
processing. In line with best industry
practices, generous space is available
to ensure high service levels.”

04 T he layout and passenger

processing is very simple in the new
Terminal 3. T here is a strong emphasis
on intuitive wayfinding, with minimal
dependence on signage. T he canopies of
the check-in islands are designed to give
the impression of an aircraft without
wings and the building incorporates
plenty of natural light.

GMR Airports
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Sophisticated
security services
GMR has introduced the best available security technology at Delhi
Indira Gandhi International Airport. Security requirements were
taken into account at the design stage of the airport’s new Terminal
3 and similarly at Hyderabad Rajiv Gandhi International Airport, as
SIS Ahmed, Executive Director (Security), explained.

Required security

terror groups in different parts of the

standards and procedures

country, we have adopted a series of

are prescribed by the

measures to thwart any possibility of

regulator – the Bureau of Civil

a physical attack on the airport facility

Aviation Security (BCAS). “At Delhi

by terror groups,” said SIS Ahmed.

Indira Gandhi International Airport

01 SIS Ahmed: “At

Delhi Indira Gandhi
International Airport
we always take pride
in ensuring the highest
standards of security.
Security is an integral part
of airport operations and
thus its importance can
never be ignored.”

The main airport security functions

we always take pride in ensuring the

are performed by government

highest standards of security,” said SIS

security forces and there is also round

Ahmed. “Security is an integral part of

the clock deployment of armed

airport operations and thus its

quick reaction teams at the airport.

importance can never be ignored.

Security requirements are constantly

Besides this, Delhi Indira Gandhi

reviewed and necessary improvements

the 32km perimeter comprising of taut

“I am happy to state here that the

International is a hypersensitive

promptly realised. The specifications

wire, buried cable, CCTV cameras

average wait for the passenger

airport with a high security

for security equipment are generally

and radars. “We have a state-of-

is far less than this, even during

vulnerability and therefore the security

laid down by the regulator and

the-art Airport Operations Centre

peak hours,” said SIS Ahmed.

of the airport has always been accorded

DIAL as airport operator is required

(AOCC) and a Security Operations

the highest priority.”

to ensure its implementation.

Control Centre (SOCC), from where

technology is the most effective

01

He believes that biometric

The main purpose of security at

The highly sophisticated baggage

the airport as well as the security

technology for access control. The

any airport is to prevent unlawful

handling system installed at Delhi

operations are monitored and regulated

access control system installed at

interference with civil aviation

Indira Gandhi International Airport

round the clock,” said SIS Ahmed.

Delhi Indira Gandhi International

operations. Among measures in place

features five levels of security. CTX

at Delhi Indira Gandhi International

Xray machines – a part of the BHS

Airport are a sophisticated access

– are installed for the first time in

control system and extensive CCTV

India. There is also an elaborate

coverage for surveillance. “Besides this,

CCTV system with built-in video

security is striking a delicate balance

has also been installed at Hyderabad

keeping in view the security scenario

analytics for extensive surveillance,

between security and passenger

Rajiv Gandhi International Airport.

and also the activities of certain

and a four-layered security design for

facilitation. “At Delhi Indira Gandhi

Airport has different levels of security,

Pleasant passenger
experience
A key challenge in designing airport

card with pin, and fingerprint and
iris recognition. A similar system

SIS Ahmed also believes that the

International Airport, we have taken

concept of Registered Traveller

up a unique programme to train the

schemes is sound. “This will ensure

security personnel in behavioural skills

that security personnel are able

so as to make the passenger experience

to differentiate between high

pleasant,” explained SIS Ahmed.

risk and low risk passengers and,

The service levels/standards to be

GMR Airports

including a proximity card, proximity

therefore, pay closer attention to

achieved by the operator are laid down

high risk passengers,” he explained.

in the Operation, Management &

“This scheme also requires security

Development Agreement (OMDA),

personnel to be highly trained and

which indicates that the waiting

discerning. We, however, have

time at security should be less than

no immediate plans in India to

10 minutes for 95% of passengers.

implement such a scheme.”
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Setting a
benchmark
for passenger
and baggage
processing
The introduction of the new Terminal 3 has allowed Delhi
International Airport to utilise the very latest technologies to
optimise both passenger and baggage processing. Ryan Ghee
spoke to Delhi International Airport Limited’s (DIAL)
Chief Operating Officer Andrew Harrison.
Many of the processes
that comprise Terminal 3

firmly on the global stage.
“We looked at the areas that are

“Terminal 3 has a design capacity

in arrivals and departures and

for 34 million passengers but, at the

they are free of charge to use.
“Also, in India, you have to claim

most important to the passenger,”

moment, the processing capacity is

Indian airports. Ranging from the

Harrison explained. “For instance,

27 million passengers. For the first

your bags at first port of entry, so

convenience afforded by the

when you depart from the airport, you

time, we are offering capacity two

we have designed a check-in area

single-terminal transfer process to the

change levels only once and when you

years ahead of schedule and there’s

with 11 check-in desks at the arrivals

introduction of downtown check-in

arrive, you also change levels only once.

a huge feeling of spaciousness

area just outside of Customs. We

facilities, the opening of the world’s

We looked at a simplistic approach

and comfort for the passenger.”

have made it as easy and convenient

sixth-largest single terminal building

so that the passenger flow was as

has placed the Indian aviation industry

straightforward and simple as possible.

represent a first for

The transfer process at the airport

as possible for the passenger.”

has been vastly improved and thanks
to the layout of the new terminal,
transfer passengers don’t need to
walk any further than 650m along

Innovative baggage
solutions
The focus on satisfying the

carpeted walkways between the

passenger is further highlighted by

Domestic and International piers.

the strict benchmarks laid out in the

Harrison continued: “We have

concession agreement for Terminal

also introduced a lot of specific

3’s baggage handling performance.

facilities for passengers. For

For international flights, the first bag

example, we have parent rooms,

must be on the reclaim belt within

which have soft toys, sofas, bottle

15 minutes, while this is reduced to

warmers and cots. We also have

10 minutes for domestic flights.

self-medication rooms, which

Harrison also explained that the

include a medical bed and each of

decision to implement the Siemens

these facilities are available both

baggage handling system was taken

T he ability of the baggage handling system
to handle 12,400 bags per hour means
that T3 is completely unconstrained right up
to its peak design year in 2016.
GMR Airports
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for the benefit of the airport, the

of self-service passenger facilities,

service systems in other parts of the

airlines and the passengers, with

both within the boundaries of the

world and they get more used to using

He said: “The current law which

one prerequisite being that “we

terminal and via downtown kiosks.

them so we’ll be introducing them in

states that passengers must reclaim

Harrison explained: “We have

the check-in area later on this year.”

their bags at the first port of entry is a

have to be able to lose half of the

The security screening process

specifically for transfer passengers.

competitive disadvantage, and while

baggage handling system and still

worked closely with the Delhi Metro

be able to process 100% of the

to get connectivity direct to the

for all passenger baggage is also

this law was initially introduced for a

number of bags with a penalty time

airport this year, there will be a Metro

the most advanced ever seen in an

good reason, most Indian airports now

of no more than three minutes.”

service direct from five destinations:

Indian airport. A stringent five-level

have a significant Customs presence so

New Delhi Railway Station, Shivaji

screening process is complemented by

we’re looking at ways to change this.

12,400 bags per hour also means that

Stadium, Dhaula Kuan, IGI Airports

the Baggage Reconciliation System,

“We’re also working with the

T3 is completely unconstrained right

Aerocity and Dwarka Sector 21.

which ensures foolproof security of

government to allow visas to be

The ability of the system to handle

up to its peak design year in 2016 and,

“At New Delhi Railway Station

the baggage by allowing airline and

granted on arrival to passengers

as with each of the systems that have

and Shivaji Stadium, passengers are

ground handling staff to use hand-held

of six different nationalities and

been installed throughout the terminal, a

able to check-in their bags downtown

scanners to further increase security.

we’re looking at the possibility

five-year concession for the maintenance

and be issued with a boarding pass.

of the baggage handling system has been

The next time they will see their

outsourced, with an on-airport team

luggage will be on the reclaim belt

working alongside them “to ensure

at the other end of the route.”

Close collaboration
While Harrison explained that

of tax refunds for passengers.
“The opening of Terminal 3 has
been the most comprehensive

DIAL has seen a “day-to-day

example of a PPP (Public-Private

improvement” since the operational

Partnership) in India. We’re

also introduced self-service passenger

opening of T3, he said that, along

extremely pleased with the transition

facilities. In India, the readiness was

with the stakeholders and the Indian

and it’s a credit to our stakeholders

not as high as people prefer a person-

government, the company will

and our regulatory body, and also the

aspects of Terminal 3 is Delhi

to-person service. That’s changing now

continue to do everything possible to

Ministry of Civil Aviation, which has

International Airport’s adoption

because people get to use these self-

make Delhi a more attractive airport,

been the architect of this project.”

that there’s a transfer of knowledge”.

Increased connectivity
One of the most innovative

He continued: “Within T3, we have

GMR Airports
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Innovative IT
solutions
In order to ensure that each of GMR Group’s airports can
operate optimally, the latest information technology (IT)
systems are installed and integrated to increase the efficiency
of all aspects of airport operation. Ryan Ghee spoke to
Davesh Shukla, Chief Information Officer, GMR Group.

The integration of various

“Knowledge of the systems and

IT systems is one of the

training is also vital and major changes

most complex processes

to these processes would take four

that we’ve now implemented at
the new T3 at Delhi as well.
“There were major differences

in the development of a new airport or

or five months. Of course, that costs

between the two projects, of course.

the addition of a new terminal. With

money and you don’t have your ROI

Hyderabad was a greenfield airport,

so many separate processes to

back in time. So, you have to spend

whereas Delhi was a brownfield site,

consider, ranging from airfield ground

more to make sure that you don’t have

so it posed a very different challenge.

handling operations to the passenger

to make any big changes to the core

processing systems, integrating the

infrastructure of your IT systems.

individual interfaces is an intricate task
that requires great attention to detail.
Shukla said: “Most of the IT

“This is something we’ve focused on
both overall at GMR and specifically
in T3 at Delhi and I would say that

innovations are to do with integration

90% of long-term costs can be saved

of multiple systems. What you need

by pre-planning. There were some

to have is a number of systems tied

IT requirements laid down at the

up together that will then pass on

start of the Delhi project and we

information between one another.

must have changed these by about

“What we tend to do is try to

30% to adapt to new systems and

establish the trends that are happening

technology because once you start

or are likely to happen using IATA

to implement the system, you realise

as the standard format. When

that you can make things even easier

we do this, we try to implement

in terms of future development.”

systems that are future proof for the
next three to five years at least.”

Advanced technology

Long-term viability

implementation at Hyderabad

This notion of ensuring that all

Having worked on the IT systems
International Airport prior to

IT interfaces are “future proof” –

its operational opening in 2008,

effectively ensuring that they are fit for

Shukla explained that a number of

purpose beyond the short-term – is

the practices applied to that project

important not just to ensure smooth

contributed to the creation of the IT

airport operation, but also to protect

infrastructure at Delhi International

the financial viability of the investment.

Airport’s new Terminal 3.

“If you don’t implement the latest

He said: “In Hyderabad we

technology that’s being deployed

implemented 2D barcodes and while

and if you’re not future ready, two

this was hardly a new concept, it was

or three years down the line when

something that hadn’t really been

new technology comes in you have to

seen at an Indian airport before. That

make new investments,” Shukla said.

was back in 2007 and it’s something

GMR Airports

Shukla: “I would expect
CUPPS to become a widespread
technology in airports over the
course of the next three years
as pretty much all of the new
airports that have been built
in the last 18 months have
implemented this technology.”

Bose supplies PAVA
Solution at T3
There was a stiff bidding process in which Bose India
competed for the prestigious Public Address and
Voice Alarm System (PAVA) contract at Delhi Indira
Gandhi International Airport’s new Terminal 3.
The PA system was designated as a critical system
and after tough scrutiny the contract was awarded to
Bose Corporation India in March 2009. The PAVA
system is a PA system designed to cater to the needs
of a modern airport. The system can address over
1,000 zones, has 100 paging stations and the ability to
monitor the performance parameters of all equipments
and raise alerts when performance is outside of
the defined parameters. The system intelligence is
distributed over 100 units, each of which is also capable
of working as a completely independent system. So
failure of any part or equipment does not disrupt the
functioning of the overall system.
The final system interfaces with others such as the
Flight Information Display System, Automated Flight
Announcement System, and Building Management
Systems, to provide seamless control to operators.
The final solution comprises a staggering 270km of
cable. 10 control rooms were setup, with the entire PA
system supported by close to 9,000 speakers.
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The challenge is that you’re operating
in an existing building with systems in
place and you have to integrate all the
new systems with the existing systems.”

Passenger
Reconciliation System
One of the most notable innovations
that has been applied to Delhi’s
Terminal 3 is the implementation of a
Passenger Reconciliation System (PRS)
which can track the movement of
passengers within the terminal building.
“In the airport environment,
passengers can tend to get lost
between check-in and departure
and with this PRS, the system
identifies that the person has
entered the terminal building and
we can locate where the person is
inside the building,” Shukla said.
The implementation of CUPPS
(Common Use Passenger Processing
System) is also another example of
the way in which GMR has embraced
the latest technology in the design
of Terminal 3. Rather than the
check-in counters being dedicated

revision update on our software.
“I would expect CUPPS to become a

Delhi’s T3, according to Shukla,

it. Because of that project, people

the experience of similar projects

are now used to the technology.

to specific airlines, they can instead

widespread technology in airports over

at other GMR-operated airports –

“Of course, there’s still a lot of

be deployed for multiple carriers,

the course of the next three years as

Hyderabad in particular – played a

pressure because everyone looks at

increasing the efficiency of the check-

pretty much all of the new airports that

major role in laying the foundations

Delhi in terms of size and passenger

in and security clearance processes.

have been built in the last 18 months

for future IT developments.

numbers as one of the biggest

Shukla said: “There aren’t many

have implemented this technology.”

He said: “The hardest part was when

airports not just in South East

While the implementation and

we were working on the Hyderabad

Asia, but the world, so everyone’s

yet but whenever they do get

integration of the IT infrastructure

project because people really weren’t

looking to see what happens with the

certified, our systems are ready and,

was one of the most complicated

familiar with the latest technology

new terminal. The more pressure,

at most, we may just need to do a

aspects of the construction of

and the terminology associated with

though, the more you enjoy it.”

airlines that are CUPPS certified
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Unisys
responsible
for systems
integration
Unisys India, a subsidiary of Unisys Corporation, was
awarded two contracts to support the modernisation
and restructuring of Delhi International Airport:
Master Systems Integrator and sub-contracted
Systems Integrator for the new Terminal 3 known
as T3. Ryan Ghee spoke to the Head of the Airports
Practice for Unisys Asia Pacific, Sury Chavali.
The role of Unisys India

requirements, Chavali explained

closely with everyone involved

Capital and Guangzhou Baiyun

was to design, test and

that providing the potential for

in the project was critical”.

International airports, Chavali

commission the overall

future development was very

integration of various disparate
systems that supply information to the
airport community.

much at the core of the design.
He said: “We wanted to incorporate

He continued: “Most airports
have the majority of the civil works
almost complete before the IT

outlined the importance of this
experience to the Delhi project.
“We had less than 18 months to

a certain amount of flexibility

implementation and integration

complete the whole systems integration

into the IT infrastructure so that

starts. Here, it goes on in parallel

which is a very short timeframe for a

related specifically to the new terminal

it’s adaptable for future business

with the civil works, meaning

project of this size,” he said. “With that

involving the integration of all of the

initiatives and new technologies.”

we had to coordinate the two

in mind, the work that we did at Beijing

and keep in touch with how the

in particular was a huge help. Without

civil works were progressing.”

this experience, it would have been

“The Systems Integration role

separate IT packages to be used by

The manner in which the

T3 itself,” Chavali said. “As Master

construction of T3 was carried

Systems Integrator, we were also

out also posed a logistical test and

responsible for the integration of

Chavali outlined that “working

Having also worked on other
similar projects at Beijing

very difficult to undertake the Delhi
project in the timeframe that we did.”

the T3 systems with the existing IT
systems within the rest of the airport.
“Systems integration is the most
important part of the project as
the idea is to allow information to
flow from one system to another
seamlessly. In the past, every system
was effectively a stand-alone island
of information and if you wanted to
share any information it had to be
manually re-entered. When all of
the systems are integrated, you don’t
have the risk of information being
entered incorrectly from the source.”
While the latest technologies were
implemented to ensure that T3’s
core IT infrastructure satisfies – and
even surpasses – the modern-day

GMR Airports
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IT and
special
systems at
Terminal 3
GMR’s aim was to provide good quality
IT systems in Terminal 3. Selection of the
systems was a detailed process, which started
two years ago. It took six months to complete
the evaluation process, as Tadepalli Sivaram,
Chief Information Officer, Delhi Indira
Gandhi International Airport, explained.

more powerful than what we have in

to provide images of the terminal.

the other terminals at the airport.

The cameras give a clear view, even

There are benefits to integrated

at night in critical locations. “All

systems in terms of information flow.”

are analytics-enabled – we can

A number of key IT solutions are

have four or five analytics in each

utilised in the terminal, focusing

camera. This can identify if traffic

on different categories impacting

is moving in one direction and

passengers. The terminal is built

someone is walking in the other

so that waiting times are reduced.

direction, unattended baggage,

The check-in systems are key and

etc – it is a specialty system. We

an ARINC solution has been

are building intelligence into the

implemented for check-in, which takes

systems,” explained Sivaram.
A team worked on the Operational

GMR received proposals

establish an integration centre – the

care of the baggage reconciliation

from different vendors

main equipment was installed and all

system. There are also good boarding

Readiness and Airport Transfer

and then identified the

interfaces evaluated. The development

gate solutions and availability of WiFi.

(ORAT) trials for six months,

appropriate vendor for each solution.

of an integration centre is unique; we

Biometric technologies are employed

which included elements such

Sivaram explained that the selections

are providing an integrated solution,”

in the new terminal, with iris scan used

as all display systems and public

were made based on airport

he said. “Security access control

for access control. Different types

address systems. Sivaram reported

experience. “The strategy was to

analytics are built into the system. It is

of cameras have been implemented

that the trials went very well.

ARINC passenger
systems
ARINC worked with Delhi International Airport (P)
Limited (DIAL) to provide technology solutions that
can simplify passenger travel at the new Terminal 3,
including vMUSE for the more than 550 check-in and
departure stations, and BagLink for Baggage Messaging.
ARINC has also worked in partnership with Quantum
Aviation Solutions to install 90 handheld scanners for the
automated baggage reconciliation system that can handle
11,300 pieces of baggage per hour.
ARINC has also implemented VeriPax, a new technology
that has been adopted for the first time at any Indian
airport, to help security agencies automatically validate
boarding passes against the airport operational database
and prevent fraudulent passengers from entering the
secure hold area. Another key technology is Avinet
Airport, which allows reliable connectivity for the airlines to
their DCS hosts and back offices.
ARINC Managed Services (AMS), a subsidiary of ARINC
GMR Airports

Incorporated, manages the operations and maintenance
service for the technologies deployed.
Jim L. Martin, managing director of ARINC’s Asia Pacific
Division, commented: “Today’s airport technology should
provide travellers with a fast, smooth, comfortable and safe
experience. ARINC is delighted that DIAL decided to work
with us to achieve this goal. Moving forward, ARINC will
carry on with our continuous efforts to provide industryleading products and world class service to airports.”
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ISGIA:
Europe’s
fastest
growing
airport
By Ralph Anker, Editor, anna.aero
Last year Istanbul’s

passenger growth of 97%. This suggests

Sabiha Gökçen airport

that the airport is well on course

reported growth of almost

to pass the 10 million passenger

50% (from 4.3 million passengers to

01

mark before the end of the year.

6.3 million), the only airport in

According to schedule data

Turkish Airlines and Lufthansa)

(Gatwick and Luton), germanwings

Europe to increase its passenger

provided by OAG the leading

also both offer a network of

operates to Berlin, Cologne/Bonn,

throughput by as much as two million

airline at the airport (for week

domestic and international flights.

Dortmund and Stuttgart, Vueling

passengers. Traffic growth was

commencing 6 September 2010)

highest in the domestic market, which

was Pegasus, which operates 500

was up 58%, while international traffic

weekly departures across a network

increased by almost 30%.

of 47 destinations, both domestic

serves Barcelona and Transavia.

Many of Europe’s leading
LCCs now serve SAW

com serves Amsterdam, while Blu-

The majority of flights operated

In December Wizz Air will begin

Express serves Rome and Milan.

and international. Turkish Airlines

at the airport by non-Turkish

flights to Budapest. At present

passenger numbers grew even faster.

(in conjunction with its low-cost

airlines are provided by some of

Europe’s biggest LCC, Ryanair,

Domestic demand is up 90% while

subsidiary Anadolujet) and Sun

Europe’s biggest low-cost carriers.

does not have a presence in the

international services have seen

Express (a joint venture between

easyJet serves Basel and London

market but this may change before

In the first seven months of 2010

long. Other carriers launching
new routes to SAW before
the end of the year are Cimber
Sterling (to Copenhagen) and

02

Moldavian Airlines (to Chisinau).
Istanbul’s location means that
some Middle Eastern carriers
also serve the airport; Air Arabia
serves Sharjah, flydubai started
Dubai flights in June, while
Jazeera Airways serves Kuwait.

01 Turkish Airlines (in conjunction
with its low-cost subsidiary
Anadolujet) and Sun Express
(a joint venture between Turkish
Airlines and Lufthansa) both
offer a network of domestic and
international flights from ISGIA.
02 Source: DHMI
GMR Airports
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Indian
air travel
trebles
in last
decade

By Ralph Anker, Editor, anna.aero

witnessed phenomenal

Jet Airways only survivor
of 90s deregulation

growth during the last

and became the last significant new

just three years, between 2003 and

entrant. Many of these airlines were

2006, passenger numbers at India’s

Liberalisation of the domestic air

started by major cash-rich companies

top six airports almost doubled from

decade, notwithstanding the impact of

travel market was first introduced in

operating in other industries, which

34.3 million to 66.7 million. During

the global economic downturn in 2008

the mid 1990s. Despite the launch of

helped these carriers survive the

this period the ranking of India’s

and 2009. In just nine years passenger

several new carriers, only two – Jet

initial loss-making start-up phase.

top six airports has remained almost

numbers passing through the nation’s

Airways and Air Sahara – survived the

airports have trebled from 40 million in

initial period and more recently Air

(and rebranded it as Kingfisher

last year Delhi overtook Mumbai

the year ending March 2001, to over

Sahara was bought by Jet Airways and

Red), partly to enable it to start

to become the busiest airport in

123 million in the year ending March

rebranded as JetLite. Then, between

international flights sooner, as under

the country with over 25 million

2010. International services currently

August 2003 and August 2006, seven

Indian rules carriers can only start

annual passenger movements.

generate just under 30% of the country’s

new airlines began operating, all of

international flights once they have

air passengers with the remainder

which are still in existence in one

been operating in the domestic

thanks to the new entrants and

travelling on domestic flights.

shape or form today. In 2003 Air

market for at least five years.

the booming economy, but when

India’s airports have

What has triggered this amazing

Kingfisher absorbed Air Deccan

unchanged except for the fact that

Domestic air travel grew rapidly

the economy faltered, fuel prices

Deccan became the country’s first

Traffic doubles in
just three years

growth in air travel? A rapidly

genuine low-cost carrier. In 2005 it

developing economy has clearly

was joined in the market by Air India

helped but the emergence of several

Express (a low-cost subsidiary of

new, mostly low-cost carriers has

state carrier Air India), Kingfisher,

reflected in the dramatic increase

helped stimulate demand often

SpiceJet, Paramount and Go Air. In

in traffic at the country’s six main

by over 20% in a single year.

August 2006 IndiGo took to the air

airports between 2002 and 2009. In

This surge in airline activity is

soared and airlines decided to reduce
capacity on loss-making routes,
domestic traffic fell by around
15% for almost a whole year.
Since June 2009 the domestic
market has been growing once more

Source: ACI

Source: AAI, DGCA India
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Source: DGCA India

Source: DGCA India

and in each of the first two quarters

by an impressively high level of

While domestic traffic was

the international market this year

of 2010 passenger numbers are up

competition. For example, between

down around 15% for 12 months,

is Kingfisher, which increased

over 20% compared with 2009. In

Delhi and Mumbai seven domestic

international traffic fell in just

international capacity by 30%

terms of domestic market share the

carriers each operate between

two months (February and March

between April and August of 2010.

Jet Airways Group (Jet Airways and

four and 11 daily flights. Similarly,

2009) and by less than 4%. In

JetLite) is the leading carrier with just

between Mumbai and Hyderabad

May 2010 the reported growth

over a quarter of the market followed

seven carriers operate at least

of just over 16% was the highest

by Kingfisher with around 20%.

daily flights and between Delhi

recorded since November 2007.

Indian Airlines is now in a fight with

and Bangalore seven carriers each

newcomer IndiGo for third position

operate between three and five

(Source: OAG Max Online

provided in many places. The most

in the domestic market. Only one

daily flights. One of the reasons

for w/c 2 August 2010) Indian

extreme cases are the development

airline, MDLR, has disappeared from

for this high level of head-to-head

carriers have just under 40% of

of complete new airports in

the market in the last 18 months and

competition is the lack of secondary

the international market with

Bangalore and Hyderabad, both

its share of the market was less than 1%.

airports serving major cities.

Jet Airways the leading carrier

of which opened within months

followed by Emirates, Air India,

of each other in 2008. Most

Air India Express, Indian Airlines

recently, Delhi airport has seen the

Seven different carriers

International growth

Based on scheduled seat capacity

New capacity
To help accommodate the
booming Indian air travel market
new infrastructure has had to be

and Kingfisher. Emirates is by far

opening of its new third terminal,

where there are rarely more than

market has not benefited from as

the biggest non-Indian carrier in

which welcomed visitors to the

four carriers competing on the

much new competition, its more

the market followed by Air Arabia,

19th Commonwealth Games that

same airport-pair, India’s busiest

sustainable growth was a benefit

Lufthansa and Singapore Airlines.

took place in the city for 12 days

domestic routes are characterised

during the economic downturn.

The fastest-growing carrier in

at the beginning of October.

Unlike in Europe or the US

Though the international

In October, SpiceJet celebrated
its first international route from
Delhi to Kathmandu in Nepal.
A traditional lamp lighting
ceremony took place followed by
a ribbon cutting. Flights are
operated six times a week with
189-seat 737-800s.
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Minimax protects
new airport
construction

for mobile extinguishing. The fire
protection concept is rounded out
by a fire detection system, which
includes a total of 60,000 fire
detectors, combined with 200
fire detection control panels, thus
detecting fire hazards and fire
formations around the clock.
As an experienced full service
provider in the field of fire

The highly modern

(DIAL) and airport owner, the GMR

deployed per day. Around 400km

protection, Minimax has provided

Terminal 3 at Indira

Group, have towards visitors and staff.

of piping, 600km of cable and

the smooth progress and the on-

6.5km of earth wire were laid. A

schedule completion of the Terminal

Gandhi International

The new international passenger

Airport in New Delhi was completely

airport has been created in the

network of 88,000 sprinklers

3 construction measures. Larsen

equipped with fire protection by

record time of only three years. In

protects the airport building against

& Toubro, the EPC contractor

Minimax. Innovative fire protection

future, around 32 million passengers

fire hazards. The sprinkler system

appointed by DIAL, honoured

techniques have been installed over the

will be attended to annually.

is laid out according to the North

this with the “Quality Award”.

2 square kilometre terminal surface

Optimum safety management is

American NFPA standard. Eighty

Moreover, Minimax received from

differing corresponding to risk area.

paramount for one of the world’s

gas extinguishing systems ensure

the German/Indian Chamber of

They meet the highest international

most contemporary airports.

adequate protection of sensitive

Commerce “the award for excellent

areas. Distributed over the entire

export results in business in India”

responsibility airport operator Delhi

fire protection security: In peak

surface are around 800 fire hydrant

in the framework of the official

International Airport (P) Limited

times around 1,200 people were

cabinets and 7,000 fire extinguishers

awards ceremony on 16 June 2010.

standards and underscore the sense of

Minimax has done its part through

ADVERTISING FEATURE

New Terminal 3 airport construction in New Delhi:
Complete fire protection provided by Minimax
The fire protection solution
from the Minimax Group
meets the highest international standards. The
GMR Group’s and DIAL’s
specifications for an optimum safety management
underscore the sense of
responsibility towards all
of the airport’s guests
and staff. Minimax has
already been distinguished
with two awards for this
project.

Minimax GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestrasse 10/12
D-23840 Bad Oldesloe
Phone: + 49 4531 803-0
Fax:
+ 49 4531 803-248
E-mail: info@minimax.de
www.minimax.de
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01

Maximising productivity and ensuring
operational safety have been vital aspects of the
major expansion and modernisation of Delhi
International Airport since its acquisition by
GMR. Andrew Harrison, Chief Operating Officer,
Delhi International Airport (P) Limited (DIAL),
discussed his role in the project with Ryan Ghee.

optimising
operational
safety and
productivity
Meeting targets

“Since May 2006, IGI (Indira

disruption. For example, when we

Harrison has had to

Gandhi International) Airport has

developed Terminal 2, we made a

ensure that while Delhi

undergone one of the most radical

commitment that we would not take

the project remained on target,

International Airport has been

changes that one could ever envisage,”

more than 35% of the operational area

Harrison explained that a series

undergoing the most drastic

Harrison said. “Across the airport,

available during the development work.”

of meetings were held at specific

transformation in its history, it doesn’t

we have had to consider what level

cause any disruption to the everyday

of risk we, and our stakeholders,

construction of the new Terminal

operation of the airport. Meanwhile,

are exposed to as we take collective

3, Harrison was also responsible

he has also had to ensure that every

responsibility for everything that

for ensuring that the development

meeting and a daily review process

step of the development satisfies

happens inside the airport environment.

works didn’t negatively impact on the

to look over the last 12 hours and

operation of the existing terminals.

look ahead to the plans for the

As per his responsibilities,

legislation as laid down by the likes of

“So, we look at the scope and intensity

More recently, during the

He explained: “In order to do this, we

To ensure that each stage of

intervals where progress was outlined
and issues were addressed.
These included a weekly stakeholder

the International Civil Aviation

of operations and from that we calculate

Organization (ICAO) and

the risk using the Safety Management

had to have a plan and we ensured that

was then drafted and circulated so

India’s Directorate General Civil

System. Of course, all of this has to fit

we had a project manager to work with

that everyone involved was aware

Aviation (DGCA).

in with our commitment to minimise

the teams on every part of the project.”

of what had been discussed.

next working shift. A document

“During this time we introduced
the concept of the Airport Duty

01 Harrison: “For Terminal

3, we developed a comprehensive
handbook for staff, both for those
working landside and airside.”

02 T he new Airport Operation

02

Control Centre (AOCC) has
been designed to ensure optimal
communication, with dedicated
desks for IT and engineering,
baggage processes and five
specific points for Air India’s
communications.

Manager, which had never previously
existed in India,” Harrison explained.
“The team of five managers reported
directly to the COO and they were
the first respondents in any safety
event and they were responsible for
escalation if an incident occurred.”
One of the major challenges faced
by GMR ahead of the operational
opening of Terminal 3 was the
need to “change the mindset” of
the members of staff who had
already been employed at the
airport for a number of years.

GMR Airports
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Harrison said: “For Terminal

Control Centre (AOCC) has also

3, we developed a comprehensive

been designed to ensure optimal

handbook for staff, both for those

communication, with dedicated desks

working at the landside and airside.

for IT and engineering, baggage

This covered everything they needed

processes and five specific points

to know, including how to get to

for Air India’s communications. A

work, the access routes for staff

concept called Staff Pages has also

and emergency callout numbers.

been implemented to give front-line

It’s a 60-page booklet and this was

check-in desk workers easy access

distributed to around 25,000 staff

to the very latest information on

members in both English and Hindi.

both departing and arriving flights.

“For those whose job involves

In addition, a trunked mobile radio

driving vehicles at airside, we had

system has also been introduced

a classroom session and then they

throughout the airport. The digital

were taken in a bus around the

communication system is designed

airside area to familiarise them with

to minimise the possibility of any

their working environment. Again,

lapse in communication and ensures

to ensure that they had access to

that everyone is immediately aware

all of the necessary information

of any potential emergency situation.

and that they understand exactly

In order to make sure that the high

what’s expected of them, another

standards are consistently adhered

booklet was produced and handed

to, a specific team, which reports to

out to 7,000 members of staff.”

the chief executive, has also been
set up to supervise every aspect of

Operational
readiness testing
To ensure that every aspect of the
new Terminal 3 was fully prepared

the airport’s daily operations.

Tangible improvements
While many of the innovations to

to enter live operations, stringent

optimise productivity and ensure

ORAT (Operational Readiness

operational safety are behind the

and Airport Transfer) testing was

scenes, Harrison explained that a

carried out. Harrison explained:

number of improvements are also

“This testing ranged from dummy

immediately obvious to the passenger.

flights and individual system checks

He said: “In Terminal 3, for

right up to the most advanced checks

instance, we have introduced the

replicating a live airport scenario.”

MARS (Multiple Aircraft Ramp

In an example of one testing

System) stands and we have also

scenario, around 200 mock

introduced Flexigates, which

passengers were checked-in, along

means that each gate has an A and

with their bags, before boarding

B position. This means that the

the aircraft, departing, and then

gate can accommodate a wide-

collecting their luggage from

body aircraft, but also, if there are

the baggage reclaim carousel.

two narrow-body aircraft, the two

“In total, there were 53 tests carried
out and these helped us to identify
what works well and what doesn’t

positions can be utilised and they
can serve one aircraft each.”
He added: “As a new terminal, T3

work quite so well. We checked

enabled us to introduce a number

in 50,000 mock passengers and

of changes and these changes

82,000 mock bags and we procured

have helped us to maximise the

another 10,000 mock bags.

productivity through implementing

“By the time people turned up to

a leaner operations structure.

start working, they were familiar

The transition has been one of

with the environment, processes,

the smoothest transitions for

safety regulations and security,

an airport of this size, and that’s

and they were happy to start

not just my view, that’s the view

working in the new terminal.”

of our airline partners and all of

The new Airport Operation

the stakeholders involved.”

GMR Airports

Celebi & Austrian Airlines
sign strategic ground
handling agreement
Celebi, an independent ground handling company
operating at 27 airports in Turkey, which has expanded
globally, transferring its logo and know-how to
the international aviation ground handling area,
commenced the provision of ground handling services
to Austrian Airlines on 1 October 2010.
The ground handling agreement between Celebi and
Austrian Airlines is a significant development for the
company as it gradually and steadily gains momentum in
the ground handling market at Delhi Airport.
Celebi started offering ground handling services in addition
to the cargo warehousing services at Delhi Indira Gandhi
International Airport on 2 June 2010 and in the span
of just four months, Celebi Ground Handling Delhi has
rapidly established a client base which comprises airlines
targeting the provision of a high quality level and meeting
the end-customers’ oriented expectations.
Celebi currently provides ground handling services
to Air Astana, Kam Air, Turkish Airlines, Air Cargo
Germany, Austrian Airlines and 22 weekly flights of
scheduled operations, while Hong Kong Airlines has
been handled by Celebi since 1 November.
According to the agreement with Austrian Airlines, Celebi
India will provide the airline with passenger services and
ramp handling at Indira Gandhi International Airport.
Celebi currently has ground handling operations at
the likes of Budapest Ferihegy International Airport,
Hungary; Brussels South Charleroi Airport, Belgium;
Frankfurt Cargo City Süd near Frankfurt International
Airport; and Delhi and Mumbai International airports.
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C E I L I N G
LIGHTING
AMBIENCE
for airports

durlum is a manufacturer of metal ceilings,
lighting

and

daylight

systems. Our products are an integral and enduring component
of modern design and emotional
architecture.

www.durlum.com/airports

Metal Ceilings
Top Quality
for the Piers
When you fly to another country, the first

the opening of the Commonwealth Games 2010

and last thing you see in that country is the

in India, the project management team of Delhi

airport. These pivot points of globalisation

Airport followed a compressed timetable which

thus tend to leave a lasting impression. Frequently, they

posed great logistical challenges on the suppliers.

are architecturally very sophisticated. But not only the

With its professional management system and

architecture is an important factor, also the interior

global distribution network, durlum has only taken

design, function and the ambience is of high relevance in

six months to conduct this large-scale project,

airports. As a manufacturer of metal ceiling, lighting and

handling all logistical requirements smoothly.

daylight systems, durlum takes great pride in providing

Realising top quality ceiling and lighting solutions

solutions for airports that combine function and design.

for airports is one of the core competencies of durlum.

Solutions that make you feel at home.

Its track record includes the unique Terminal 3 of

For the piers of Terminal 3, durlum has been chosen as

Changi Airport in Singapore, for which durlum

the supplier of the ceiling system, providing more than

provided all the technical artificial light and daylight

130,000sqm of metal ceilings that fulfil all requirements

facilities, the metal ceiling and wall cladding systems

of public buildings, such as fire resistance, sound

of Sheremetyevo Airport in Moscow, or the reflecting

absorption, durability, easy fitting and aesthetic design.

metal ceilings of Frankfurt International Airport.

In order to complete the new terminal building at
Delhi Indira Gandhi International Airport before

With a strong client focus, durlum customises its
products to the specific needs of each specific site.

ADVERTISING FEATURE
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An integrated
transport
approach
GMR has developed a comprehensive multi-modal
approach for Delhi Indira Gandhi International Airport
consistent with the demand forecast in the master
planning design. Chai Teck Phua, Vice President
(Airport Planning) and Dileep Dixit, Associate General
Manager (Connectivity) at Delhi International Airport
(P) Limited (DIAL), provided details.
The multi-modal

trains would operate at a frequency of

ensures seamless transfers between

dedicated high quality, Aero express

approach includes

six per hour – the frequency may

modes of transport. It is efficient for

bus services planned for the airport

highways, access roads,

increase in later years. Phua said: “A

passengers and reduces unnecessary

from different parts of city, keeping

ramps and circulation roads at the

lot of passengers from adjoining cities

waiting time. The integrated approach

the convenience and requirements

airport, multi-level car parks and

depend on travelling to the airport by

is achieved through efficient signage,

of airport passengers. We expect this

public transport infrastructure, as well

car or air. It is important for us to

provision of travelators/escalators/

service to account for 5% of journeys

as a dedicated airport metro express

provide good high capacity rail based

lifts, adequate space for trolleys,

to the airport,” said Dixit. “Currently,

rail link. The dedicated high-speed rail

connections – we believe we have

and other support facilities, etc.”

there is large share of 40% of airport

link connects the city to the airport.

achieved that purpose. We have also

Delhi is the first airport in India to

gone to great lengths to find a good

currently make use of the bus service

we do not expect an overnight shift in

have a metro rail link – in cooperation

location for the metro station – it is

to the airport from different parts of

the modal shares, an adequate holding/

with Delhi Metro Rail Corporation.

very convenient for passengers. There

city. “If we’re able to achieve a good

staging area supported with prepaid

Dixit highlighted the need to

is an underground tunnel providing

modal shift from cars to buses or rail

counters and pick-up points at the

maximise the capacity of the airport

direct and convenient access from the

as a long-term solution to reduce

forecourt have been provided to meet

site; with a targeted passenger capacity

passenger terminal building to the

road congestion, we have done our

the taxi demand efficiently during

of 100 million, that volume of demand

metro station.”

job as planners. A lot has been done

peak hours. Private car is the preferred

and planned for this. We expect

mode for nearly 30-35% of airport

cannot be met by road alone –

A key aim is to make it convenient

A limited number of passengers

passengers who travel by taxi. Since

sustainable transport infrastructure

for passengers who have transited

8% of passengers to travel to the

passengers. Adequate pick-up and

integrating different modes of travel is

long distances to connect to trains

airport by metro rail initially. This

drop-off facilities have been provided

needed. The proposed metro rail link

and other modes of transport. Phua

is expected to increase in the future

at the forecourts supported by a

has a journey time of 18 minutes and

said: “The integrated approach

to around 15-20%. There are also

multi-level car park for 4,300 cars.”

GMR Airports
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our
history...

Flap Board – TWA Terminal, JFK Airport (NY), 1962.

...your
future
LED/TFT board, Marco Polo Airport (Venezia ), 2002.

information display systems since 1956
www.solari.it
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Larsen &
Toubro’s
airport
expertise
In the last decade, L&T

India. From humble beginnings of

in India has created a

constructing the structure and finishes

niche for itself in the

for the Abu Dhabi International

airports segment and is poised to leave

Airport in the late 1970s, L&T has

an imprint in markets around the

come a long way in the engineering,

world. The company has, to its credit,

procurement and construction of

built all the privately operated airports

airports. As it stands today, L&T has

that have been developed through the

the bench strength to emulate, if not

public-private partnership mode in the

set benchmarks for, the best of the

last decade. These airports account for

EPC (Engineering, Procurement and

nearly 65% of the passenger traffic in

Construction) players in the field of

Since its inception seven decades ago, the
engineering and construction conglomerate
Larsen and Toubro (L&T) has gone from
strength-to-strength and is now crossing the
US$10 billion mark in revenues. It has over
these years been closely involved in many
path-breaking ventures, not only in India but
also many other countries across the globe.

airport construction in the world.
The phenomenal achievement

complement the depth in the
experience of construction gained

of completing Indira Gandhi

across the 70 years since its

International Airport at New Delhi

inception. Resource mobilisation,

in a record time within schedule

a spectrum of expat engineers

speaks volumes of the capabilities

employed to sharpen the skills

that L&T has built for itself. It will

of engineering from within the

replicate this achievement with

organisation, association with the

the completion of the 40mppa

best of consultants from across

Chhatrapathi Shivaji International

the world for specialised works in

WGS-84 Geospatial Survey Consultants

Airport in Mumbai in 2012.

airports, close links with vendors of

Mapping and Surveying for Aeronautical applications
(WGS-84 Aerodrome Surveys and eTOD)

Today, L&T has to its record

the high-end and airport specific

successfully completed the EPC

systems, working in an integrated

contracts of 12mppa Rajiv Gandhi

and single umbrella responsibility

International Airport, Hyderabad,

mode and the drive to complete

11.5mppa Bengaluru International

the project within schedule to

Airport, Bengaluru and 34mppa

quality and high standards of

WGS-84 Implementations successfully carried out at over
200 airports worldwide.

Indira Gandhi International

safety is the hallmark of L&T –

Airport, New Delhi. The former

not only in the airport segment,

Project Manage or provide the complete eTOD solution

two were greenfield developments.

but in all areas of its presence.

Largest private aeronautical survey specialist in Europe
with projects worldwide, including:
Europe, South America, Caribbean, West and East
Africa, Middle East and India

The projects have included the

Developers of specialist software :
 AST-Pro for Aerodrome Safeguarding.
 GDMS-Desktop and GDMS-Enterprise for
Aeronautical Mapping applications, eTOD data handling
and visualisation.
 e-Consultation Tool for Aeronautical Constraints

Contact: Stephen Card +44 (0) 1296 71 75 00
Email Info@etod.aero or visit http://www.etod.aero

GMR Airports

L&T has also built the F16

complete design, procurement and

Hangar and Royal Flight

construction of the terminal building,

Hangar in Oman, the terminal

airside works, ATC, airport-wide

building works of the Kozhikode

systems, landscaping, signage,

International Airport in India,

PBB, BHS, IT and integration.

Jet Hangar in Mumbai, airstrip

Experience and expertise
The strengths of L&T are

and terminal at Puttaparthy in
India, cargo and GSE maintenance
buildings for AISATS and

the capabilities of engineering

MENZES, and catering buildings

and project management to

for Oberoi and Sky Gourmet.
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A number of global brands are
present at Delhi International
Airport’s new Terminal 3,
including the likes of Versace and
Swarovski, as well as names such
as Swensen’s and T he Coffee
Bean and Tea Leaf as part of the
12,500sqm F&B offer.

T3: Driving
commercial
revenues
With 30,000sqm of space

local and global appeal of the

at IGI Airport’s new

airport’s commercial offer.

Terminal 3 dedicated

The local Indian brands and the

exclusively to retail and F&B, there is

India Experience zone - which offers

little doubt about GMR Group’s

yoga, spa, massage and a variety of

dedication to increasing commercial

other traditional Indian practices

revenues at the airport.

- a number of global brands are

“At the moment, it’s about 70-30

also present, including the likes of

in favour of aeronautical revenue

Versace and Swarovski, as well as

and we’re in the process of changing

names such as Swensen’s and The

this,” Autar explained. “The objective

Coffee Bean and Tea Leaf as part

is to see a swing to about 60-40 in

of the 12,500sqm F&B offer.

favour of non-aeronautical streams.”

Meanwhile, a focus has also

While the vast majority of Delhi International
Airport’s revenues are derived directly from
aeronautical sources, the introduction of
Terminal 3 signifies a shift in the role of the
airport’s commercial strategy. Ryan Ghee
spoke to Suredj Autar, Chief of Commercial
and Strategic Development, GMR Airports.
“Of course, you have to be realistic

He said: “The only way you can

been placed on the Perfumes &

and, in that sense, India is still

really become unique is through

development of T3 was at the top

Cosmetics category, which accounts

developing the duty free shopping

the commercial offer and it

of the agenda. We have large duty

for approximately 50% of the retail

experience. The only way to develop,

can help you to really compete

free shops in the international area,

floor space in T3. “This category

though, is to communicate it and

with other airports. All of the

one of which is 5,500sqm, and the

is not yet developed at all in India

you need a platform to do so, which

other aspects of the airport have

amount of space we have dedicated

so we’re really going to drive this

is exactly what we’ve got at T3.”

to be perfectly smooth and

to retail is not only a lot for an Indian

very aggressively,” Autar said.

“The commercial aspect of the

airport, but it’s a lot even in terms of
the benchmarks across the world.”

“The most unique thing, though,
is that we’re building an airport

Setting a benchmark
Thanks to the investment in

seamless but you can’t really
become unique through them.
“It’s very important because of

retail brand. Every shop has a unique

the commercial development

the profiling of the airport and

design, especially with our large,

of the new T3, Autar explained

it’s also important because of

interactive screens, which can be

that GMR Group is confident

the revenue streams we need to

development is the creation of a

used for promotions. We also have

of adding a unique appeal

generate to become profitable.

dedicated retail brand, ‘explore’,

almost 100% visibility of all the shops

to Delhi International

Our aim is to become a player in

which encapsulates both the

thanks to the design of the terminal.

Airport on a global scale.

the airport retail community.”

Commercial brand: ‘explore’
At the heart of the commercial

GMR Airports
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PB’s project
and design
management

Planning; and Environmental
and Noise Control Studies.
Other works have included
Public Coordination Programmes;
Financial and Economic Analyses;
Concession Planning and
Management; Airport Profiling/
Condition Assessment; Operations
and Maintenance Planning; Tenant/
Lease Negotiations; and Privatisation.
Parsons Brinckerhoff has been

Parsons Brinckerhoff
(PB) is a 125-year-old

aviation services consulting.
PB is Project Management

Airport NSCBI terminal.
PB has brought to the Airport

involved in the design and project
management and supervision of some

Consultants and Design Management

Projects global experience in a

key airports across the world, involving

engineering firm with worldwide

Consultants for the Terminal 3 project

local context that covers the entire

the monitoring, control and management

operations, annual revenues of over

at Delhi International Airport taken

range of services required for the

of complex airport projects. Some

US$2 billion and a staff strength of

up as a PPP, which was inaugurated

building of an airport. Parsons

of these include Delhi International

approximately 15,000 people. PB has

on July 3 by the Prime Minister of

Brinckerhoff’s experience on some

Airport; Kolkata NSCB International

over 150 offices spread across six

India. The project is widely regarded

of its major projects worldwide

Terminal; Washington National

continents and has been consistently

as India’s best PPP infrastructure

includes: Airport Master Planning;

and Dulles International Airports;

ranked in the top 3 transportation

initiative. The company is also currently

Programme Management; Design

Heathrow Airport Terminal 5; John F.

consultants worldwide and in a recent

Project Management Consultant and

and Design Management; Design

Kennedy International Airport; Orlando

‘go-to’ survey conducted among

Construction Supervision Consultant

Review and Checking; Construction

International Airport; LaGuardia

clients, PB has been ranked No.1 in

for the Kolkata International

Management; Terminal and Facilities

Airport; and Barajas Airport, Madrid.

consulting services
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01

01 Panicker: “We’re in the process of compiling an incentive programme and this will
be linked to new destinations served from the airport. We’re exploring opportunities
whereby we may be able to co-market the route with the airline.”

Increasing
aeronautical
income
While GMR has placed an increased focus on developing its
non-aeronautical revenue streams, increasing aeronautical income
is also vital to the continued growth of each of the Group’s airports.
Ryan Ghee spoke to Pradeep Panicker, Chief Commercial
Officer – Aero, Delhi International Airport (P) Limited (DIAL).

With air traffic figures
expected to rise sharply

Further incentive
At Delhi International Airport,

of cargo at the airport.
Panicker said: “We’re in the

02 Panicker: “Air traffic
movements are expected to grow
between 5% and 6% over the next
five years, so the aeronautical
revenues will keep growing.”

airports are strongly positioned to deal
with any change in industry climate.

DIAL is exploring innovative

process of compiling an incentive

and Istanbul Sabiha Gökçen, the

techniques to attract further

programme and this will be linked

that you have to consider,” he said.

aeronautical revenue sources at each

services. While just 4% of all

to new destinations served from

“In the past we have had the SARS

of the airports will play a vital role in

current passengers are transfer

the airport. We’re exploring

outbreak, the impact of 9/11 and now

their continued development.

passengers, with the opening of

opportunities whereby we may be

we’ve got the economic meltdown

Terminal 3, plans are in place to

able to co-market the route with

that has affected most of the world.

increase this to as much as 30%.

the airline and we anticipate that

Any of these events have an impact

this is something that might be

on the movement of passengers. It’s

introduced in the next few months.”

something that we can’t really gauge in

at Delhi, Hyderabad,

“Air traffic movements are expected
to grow between 5% and 6% over the
next five years, so the aeronautical

“It’s an ambitious target, but one that

“There are always major challenges

revenues will keep growing,”

we believe we can achieve,” Panicker

Panicker explained. “However,

said. “In India, we currently have

non-aeronautical revenues will also

no hubs, so our focus is to convert

Forward planning

keep growing largely due to the retail

Delhi into a hub and T3 gives us

While Panicker outlined

developments, so, despite the increase,

that opportunity. We’re in talks

GMR’s confidence in increasing

its overall contribution in terms of

with various airlines and quite a few

its aeronautical revenues, he

cargo growth may also well exceed

percentage will stay the same.”

have shown a very keen interest.”

also explained that other, more

our predictions. This means we have

unpredictable challenges are always

to create and develop infrastructure

kept in mind to ensure that each of the

as far, in advance, as possible.”

While the income generated through
airline charges is highly regulated,

The aim is to increase the
catchment, volume and throughput

advance, so the possibility of the traffic
not being up to the level of prediction
is something that has to be considered.
“On the other hand, passenger and

GMR Group will work closely with
its partners to ensure that the charges
are beneficial for everyone involved.
Panicker said: “Of course, the
charges are regulated by the Airports
Economic Regulatory Authority
(AERA). At Delhi we’re going to go
through our first regulatory filing soon.
For charges which are not regulated,
we will have close discussions with our
airline partners to work out the most

02

beneficial charges for all parties.”

GMR Airports
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01 At the heart of the commercial development
is the dedicated retail brand known as ‘Explore’,
which is a unique element of Terminal 3.

Commercial requirements were central to the development of
Terminal 3. Research was conducted before work even began on the
terminal in order to ensure passenger satisfaction. The commercial
development includes the dedicated retail brand ‘Explore’, as
Romy Juneja, Chief Commercial Officer - Non Aero, explained.

02 Terminal 3 has a
30,000sqm retail and F&B
area under one roof and the
largest duty free area in India
at 3,778sqm.

A world
class retail
experience

01

Non-aeronautical

propensity to spend at the airport.

the dedicated retail brand known as

3,778sqm. Categories featured

revenues are key to the

Passengers arrive at the airport a little

‘Explore’, which is a unique element of

include: fashion, liquor, tobacco,

profitability of the airport,

stressed as they wait to check-in, get

Terminal 3. Every shop has a unique

confectionery, perfumes, cosmetics,

with a limit to how much aeronautical

through security and then relax – they

design, particularly duty free with large,

toys, books and gifts. The retail

revenues can be increased. GMR’s

are then in the mood to pamper

interactive screens, which can be used

offer features a selection of Indian

extensive research focused on

themselves and buy something. The

for promotions. There is also almost

brands, including Kimaya, Moti

understanding passenger profiles, their

commercial offer is extremely

100% visibility of all the shops thanks

Mahal, Café Coffee Day, Da

tastes, likes and dislikes. “We used the

important for overall passenger

to the design of the terminal. “We want

Milano, Odyssey, Simply Dakshin,

‘pinball theory’ – this determines what

satisfaction. We have all of the smart,

to make it exciting and appreciated

Guardian and Chokola, alongside

the flow of consumers will be and

international brands and the local ones

from the passenger standpoint,”

key international brands, such as

whether impulse buys and quick

too – it is a strong combination.”

explained Juneja. “The whole terminal

Versace, WHSmith, Swarovski,

is being looked at from a passenger

Dominos, McDonalds, 4 fingers,

standpoint. There is an abundance

Swensens, CBTL and Häagen-Dazs.

purchase products are appropriate. We
picked up different brands and made
sure that passengers had different

T3 ‘Explore’
There are 40 food & beverage

of possible things a passenger can

GMR employed learnings

choices to make. The whole concept

(F&B) and 80 retail outlets in the new

do. There is ‘Indian-ness’ and a

from the existing terminals

was implemented scientifically. I think

terminal, with more than 250 brands.

warmth in the entire new terminal.”

and benchmarked against

it will be one of the best terminals in

There are 500+ service locations

Terminal 3 has a 30,000sqm

the world with its commercial offer,”

all over the terminal. At the heart

retail area under one roof and the

said Juneja. “60% of passengers have a

of the commercial development is

largest duty free area in India at

other terminals worldwide.
“We wanted to showcase,
loud and clear, the strong
Indian values that are respected
worldwide,” explained Juneja.

02

For developing commercial space,
concepts and possible brands were
identified, 3D renderings were
then produced and the GMR team
worked on upgrading them. The
final concept evolved after the
management and teams carefully
monitored the execution of plans.
Terminal 3 promises to be
one of the world’s leading
airport retail environments.

GMR Airports
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Environmental performance and
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
are high on the GMR agenda. Zafar Ali,
Associate Vice-President for Airport
Operations, and Meena Raghunathan,
Director of Community Services, GMR
Varalakshmi Foundation, outlined
some of the key projects.

Environmental
performance
and CSR

T he Foundation currently has
a presence across 21 locations in
India. It builds modern and wellequipped schools and hands them
over to reputed organisations for
running high quality schools. T he
Foundation pays the deficits.

GMR’s key environmental

3, including water efficiency, energy

CSR at the heart of GMR

schools. The Community Services

targets are resource

and atmosphere, use of regional and

Corporate Social Responsibility is,

Wing is responsible for initiatives

conservation and

recycled materials, indoor air quality,

on one level, at the heart and soul of

which aim to improve the lives and

sustainable development, which are

use of natural daylight to reduce

GMR. “The Group Chairman has a

livelihoods of the poorest through

ongoing projects. Initiatives include

energy use, ‘green’ housekeeping,

deep commitment and passion for

community-based initiatives in

water harvesting, re-use and recycle,

energy use reduction, encouraging

community services. He feels that

Education, Health and Livelihoods.

waste management, noise

use of alternative fuel vehicles,

business is only one part of life and

management, water recharging and

public transport accessibility to the

greatly emphasises the importance

presence across 21 locations in India.

energy conservation. “Environmental

terminal, and waste management.

of community,” said Raghunathan.

It builds modern and well-equipped

considerations are at top of the

Ali highlighted some of the myriad

The GMR Varalakshmi Foundation

The Foundation currently has a

schools and hands them over to reputed

developmental activities and in all the

innovative aspects of Terminal 3 from

is the CSR arm of GMR Group. It’s a

organisations for running high quality

planning activities, the environment is

an environmental point of view, such

not-for-profit company that looks at

schools. The Foundation pays the

considered as a key factor in the

as use of natural light to reduce energy

the CSR needs of all companies within

deficits. Around 20% of places are

development,” said Ali.

use; use of recycled materials; use of

the GMR Group. The Foundation

reserved for under-privileged children,

energy sensors and an efficient building

is governed by a Board headed by the

for whom the Foundation pays.

being targeted in airside and terminal

management system to reduce resource

Group Chairman, GMR Group. “We

Under the ‘gifted children scheme’,

operations. This means – provision

utilisation such as water and energy;

work with communities around all the

bright children from poor families are

of Fixed Electrical Ground Power

use of CO2 sensors for improvement

GMR business operations, whether

identified and supported from Std.

(FEGP), which will preclude the

in indoor air quality; green plantation;

that is airports, highways, etc. We work

1 to the highest level they want. “We

use of Aircraft APU and Diesel

sky lighting using maximum natural

in four areas: Access to and quality of

have an engineering college and an

Ground Power Units; Airbridges

light on both the arrival and departure

education, primary health, livelihood

undergraduate college. We also open

will minimise the requirement for

levels; and use of sensors in travelators,

and empowerment – enhancing

schools in under served areas. In all

bussing; Pre-Conditioned Air means

escalators, and motors to operate only

incomes, and community development

of this, we provide financial support

no requirement for standalone

on demand to reduce energy use.

as a whole,” explained Raghunathan.

for under privileged children from

Environmental efficiencies are

diesel generators; the Fuel Hydrant

“Carbon neutrality is a possibility

The Foundation is organised into

neighbouring communities where GMR

System means no requirement for

which can only be achieved when

two wings – the Education Wing

fuel bowsers on the aprons; and

all the stakeholders work together

and the Community Services Wing.

a Triple Lane Taxiway will result

towards this aim in any industry.

Under the Education Wing are the

pre-school children to make sure

in reduced aircraft taxiing time.

GMR Group is also working towards

educational institutes including GMR

they are school-ready in terms of

this aim and our new terminal is

Institute of Technology, SGCSR

education and nutrition. GMR

environmental considerations in the

developed towards a reduction in

Degree College, a polytechnic, a

also partners with schools in the

development of the new Terminal

greenhouse gas emissions,” said Ali.

community college and several

communities in which it operates.

There were a number of key

GMR Airports

businesses operate,” said Raghunathan.
A lot of work is undertaken with
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Hyderabad:
The Hub for
South India
GMR Hyderabad International Airport Limited
(GHIAL) is a joint venture company promoted
by the GMR Group (63%) in partnership with
government of India (13%), government of Andhra
Pradesh (13%) and Malaysia Airports Holding Berhad
(11%). The company was incorporated to design,
finance, build, operate and maintain a world class
greenfield airport at Shamshabad, Hyderabad.

Located strategically at
the geographical centre of
India within a two-hour

developed in a phased manner.
The airport provides world-class
facilities and infrastructure, in

Rajiv Gandhi International Airport was inaugurated on
14 March 2008 by Smt. Sonia Gandhi, Chairperson
of the UPA. T he airport, which was commissioned in a
record time of 31 months, has an initial annual capacity of
12 million passengers and 100,000 tons of cargo.

exclusive apron to accommodate

RGIA has been rated the best

Code-F aircraft. The airport provides

in the world by Airports Council

two Animal Quarantine Stations.

International (ACI) in the 5-15

GHIAL is developing ‘GMR

million passengers category for

flying time to all the major cities in

accordance with ICAO standards

India, Hyderabad is well positioned

and practices to handle large

Aerospace Park’ – an aviation and

its Airport Service Quality for

within a five-hour radius from all

aircraft and international traffic.

aerospace cluster with a focus on

2009. It has also been adjudged

major cities in the Middle East and

Its integrated domestic and

aircraft aftermarket services like

as the fifth best airport across all

South East Asia. Thus, it has the

international terminals are equipped

MROs for airframe, engine and

categories, both in the world as

potential to not only become one of

with 12 contact boarding bridges,

components; aerospace supply

well as the Asia Pacific Region.

the main air travel hubs in India, but

30 remote stands, Common User

chain, manufacturing/sub-assembly

RGIA is the first airport in the

also an important centre for travel

Terminal Equipment (CUTE),

and training. This 250-acre park

world to be awarded the Leadership

between the East and the West.

self check-in kiosks (Common

is located east of the airport and

Energy and Environment Design

GHIAL project is based on the

User Self Service – CUSS) and

has direct access to the runway.

(LEED) silver rating for its eco-

Public Private Partnership (PPP)

46 immigration counters. It also

The park is notified as a Special

friendly design. It has also won the

model and is structured on a Build,

incorporates modern IT systems

Economic Zone and is ideal for

‘Outstanding Concrete Structure

Own, Operate and Transfer (BOOT)

including Flight Information Display

export-oriented activities and

of Andhra Pradesh’ award from

basis. Rajiv Gandhi International

Screens, Baggage Handling System

investments against offset obligations.

the Indian Concrete Institute.

Airport (RGIA) was inaugurated

(BHS), and Airport Operational

on 14 March 2008 by Smt. Sonia

Database (AODB) technology for

houses CFM International’s

the CSR wing of the GMR

Gandhi, Chairperson of the UPA

the first time in India. RGIA is

Regional Engine Training Centre,

Group has won the ORBIS

and commenced commercial

the first Indian airport to have the

and is the chosen location for the

award, and the TERI Award for

operations with effect from

Airport Operations Control Centre,

GMR-Malaysia Airlines joint

enhancing the quality of life in the

00:01 hrs on 23 March 2008.

which acts as the nerve centre for all

venture, which is building a third

communities living around RGIA.

coordination within the airport.

party airframe MRO facility.

It was also awarded the ‘Airport

The airport, which was
commissioned in a record time of

At present the Aerospace Park

GHIAL and Airports Council

Currently, there are 11

GMR Varalakshmi Foundation,

Environmental Performance of

31 months, has an initial capacity

international and nine domestic

International (ACI World)

the Year 2009’ by the Centre for

of 12 million passengers per annum

airlines operating from Hyderabad

Geneva, have signed an agreement

Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA).

and 100,000 tons of cargo handling

flying to over 35 destinations.

for the appointment of the GMR

capacity per annum. The project has

The modular integrated cargo

RGIA is well-set to establish

Aviation Academy as a Global

the city prominently on the global

the flexibility to increase capacity

facility is spread over 14,330sqm

Training Hub for the Asia

aviation map, thereby contributing to

to accommodate over 40 million

with capacity to handle 100,000

Pacific region. The Academy has

the prosperity, growth and all round

passenger per annum and will be

MT annually. Adjoining that is an

started offering varied courses.

economic development of the region.

GMR Airports
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the transition
to a major
international
airport
Having taken over the management of Istanbul Sabiha
Gökçen International Airport (ISGIA) in May 2008, the
consortium led by GMR-Limak-Malaysia Airports has
since guided the airport to unprecedented passenger growth,
firmly positioning it as a competitor on the international
stage. Gökhan Bugday, CEO, ISGIA, outlined the airport’s
ongoing development strategy to Ryan Ghee.
The rapid development of
ISGIA is perfectly
highlighted by the airport’s

an emerging global competitor.
“At Istanbul Sabiha Gökçen Airport
we simply positioned ourselves very

passenger figures for January to June

close to the market and monitored

2010, which show that passenger

the heartbeat of our surroundings on

throughput exceeded five million over a

a day-to-day basis,” Bugday explained.

period of just six months.

“The trend in the aviation industry is

In comparison to the same

ISGIA’s state-of-the-art new terminal was
inaugurated in October 2009. T he airport is
strategically important to GMR. Turkish Prime
Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan spoke of the
strategic role that ISGIA will have in developing
and supporting the Turkish economy in his speech at
the inauguration of the new terminal.

shifting towards the low fare/low-cost

period in 2009, this equates

concept. While most of the full-service

to a +93% increase in domestic

carriers suffered during the crisis, the

very modern and secure complex

passengers and a rise of +100% in

low-cost airlines continued to grow.

which appeals to all. The terminal is

Gökçen is located in the middle

international passengers, translating

We believe that ‘hybrid’ is the word

constructed to serve both international

of a catchment area that has a

to an overall increase of +95%.

for success at our airport. We have

and domestic passengers under one

population of 18 million. We’re

foreseen the shift in the market and

roof. This one-roof system reduces

surrounded by four big cities, which

has suffered severely during the

maintained a solid position to manage

the transfer times and ensures the

have major industrial parks and

crisis and has not yet recovered, so a

the growth of the low-cost airlines,

easy access of transfer passengers

the highest GDP in Turkey.”

100% growth rate in this economic

while keeping sustainable status in

from one side to the other.”

climate is a great achievement.”

the full service airline market.”

Bugday said: “The airline industry

Having handled a total of 6.3 million

The airport’s newest terminal, which

Long-term ambition

He added: “Istanbul Sabiha

While the short-term growth
at the airport has continued to
surpass expectations, the long-

passengers during 2009, Bugday

was inaugurated in October 2009, has

explained that the aim is for this

been vital to the immediate growth

bi-continental Istanbul, the airport’s

The airport’s master plan outlines

number to reach 11 million by the

in passenger numbers, but will also

extensive catchment area is another

a desire to eventually reach 100

end of this year, before rising further

continue to play a crucial role in the

factor behind its rapid evolution.

air traffic movements per hour,

to 14 million by the end of 2011.

long-term development of the airport.

Turkish Airlines was the first full-

while plans are also afoot for the

Having previously had an operating

service carrier to operate from the

construction of a second runway.

capacity of just three million annual

airport shortly after the opening of the

While Bugday claimed that such

passengers prior to the construction

new terminal and Bugday explained

third largest airport in the country

significant growth in a time of global

of the new terminal, the introduction

that this was because the airline “was

by passenger numbers and our short-

economic downturn is “almost a

of the 200,000sqm, S450 million

not able to resist the strong demand

term aim is to become the second

miracle”, a very specific strategy

facility increased this by 25 million.

from the catchment area on the

largest. Our long-term target is to be

Asian side of the city any longer”.

the main hub of Turkey and Istanbul.”

Strategic approach

lies at the heart of ISGIA’s rise as

Bugday said: “We have created a

GMR Airports

Located on the Asian side of the

term aims are equally ambitious.

Bugday said: “Currently, we’re the
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